Appendix I

Reasons for Low Ratings (Below 5) for Quality of Life in Cary

21. Please tell us which aspects of the quality of life in Cary seem worse?

- Too many new people and projects
- More and more traffic and expansion of roads makes it worse because construction takes so long
- School systems
- Restriction on appearance should be enforced; lose the tacky neon signs
- Safety has subtly declined
- Too much growth
- Potholes and fixing them in a timely manner
- Crime
- Bad aggressive drivers; there’s more traffic
- All businesses are chains; Waverly Place is a missed opportunity
- Murders; cultural changes
- Overcrowding; overdevelopment
- Roads are not maintained; too many shopping centers
- Break-ins
- Congestion; population
- Lack of revenue
- Clear cutting – removing woods
- Too much happening
- Year-round school
- Traffic and road conditions
- Growth
- Crime
- Undesirable things happening